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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Seventy-Third Day: Friday, March 9, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 726*-205-141-108—28%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #3 Noble Drama (5th race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #3 Twenty and Four (3rd race)—10-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)SNORING BARTH: Woke up with the hood; carves out pace from 1-hole  
(#3)DIPLOMATIC SHAFT: Settled, fired for $20K in last; third off a layoff 
(#7)WIGWAM SUMMER: 4YO has come to hand of late; Irad stays aboard 
(#5)FAMILY JUSTICE: Tough trip in last, stalking trip; 0-for-13 on GP turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-7-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#2)OUR SARGE: Fits on this class level; gets wheeled back off 7 days rest 
(#3)PUT THE BOSS BACK: Best recent form is in Tampa; flat in last start 
(#5)STARSHIP DANNY: Recent form is deplorable; blinkers “on” the key? 
(#7)DATTTS ARTIES BOY: Slight cutback suits; gets a 10-lb. weight break 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-5-7 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)TWENTY AND FOUR: Dirt form solid, exits stakes; edge in tricky heat  
(#6)R LIMO JOE: Sets pace from 6-hole, likes to spit bit; beaten fave last 2 
(#5)JEWEL HEIST: Lacked winning bid in last 2 on dirt; zero-for-4 at GP 
(#2)SQUADRON A: Closer needs pace help; suspect drop off a long layoff 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-5-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)BLURRED LINE: Like the cutback to a flat mile; saves ground, tighter  
(#5)CHARNLEY RIVER(AUS): Can stay 8 panels; love the blinkers “off” 
(#3)INCHESKY(IRE): Has a beautiful turf pedigree; 8-1 M.L. w/ Johnny V. 
(#7)TENDOWNINGSTREET: Paired up solid efforts off the shelf; needs pace 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-3-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#3)NOBLE DRAMA: Should have things own way on front end; wire job  
(#2)STRIKING HEIR: Faced good company in maiden ranks; 2nd off shelf 
(#7)BONTERRA: Wide trip hurt last time; returns to the state-bred ranks 
(#1)FORTY FATHOMS: Hooks a nondescript crew on debut; 1-hole hurts 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-7-1 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#6)DISCOVERED: Toss last on “good” turf; gets the perfect stalking trip  
(#7)FINISHED: Stumbled start, nearly won last; has to fend off “Lounge” 
(#5)FOUR KNIGHTS: Good 3rd in 2-turn turf debut; improvement in cards 
(#8)VICTOR LOUNGE(IRE): Game on rise in last start; :22 & change speed 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-5-8 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)DICTATE COOL: Gets the pocket trip off a hot pace on the stretch out 
(#2)STARCLOUD: Annexed 2-of-3 on dirt; brutal trip 2-back—must rate 
(#8)VIRGINIA KEY: Professional debut effort in Tampa; “bullet” work since 
(#6)MOBEAUTIFUL: Uncle Mo filly game but green on debut; tons of upside 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-8-6 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#4)REMEMBER THE MAINE: Tough luck in past 3; back on good foot here  
(#9)PIRATE BEACH: Green but a half-length off the top choice in last start 
(#2)UNCLE PEPE: He has never been in this cheap; capable off of a layoff 
(#7)CAN’TTAKEITWITHYOU: Blinkers “off”, dirt-to-turf off claim; 6-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-2-7 
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RACE NINE 
(#6)SONIC MULE: Hooked a tough crew last time; tactical speed, great post  
(#4)COMMAND POST: Returns fresh for high-percentage barn; 7F on point 
(#1)QUIJOTE: Won last two off shelf; shows early lick from an inside draw? 
(#2)TALE OF SILENCE: Gets needed class relief; at best on “off” racetracks 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-1-2 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#6)ARCELOR: Handy filly is in fine fettle; 6F specialist loves local strip  
(#3)LA QUEBRADA: Has won last two off shelf by combined 27 lengths 
(#2)THREE ILLUSIONS: Cutback to a 1-turn trip is on the money—overlay 
(#4)ENIGMATICA: Heading in the right direction; needs a clean start 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-2-4 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#7)BLUE LUTE: The time off agreed with him; “bullet” breeze in holster 
(#6)CRYOGENIC: Gray demonstrated marked improvement with blinkers 
(#3)YEEHAW: Has a reliable finishing move on grass; second start off shelf 
(#4)GRAYDAR’S RESOLVE: Big try out of box for $35K tag; 1st Lasix today 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-3-4 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


